GENERAL NOTES:

1. Jumper fabrication and testing shall be in accordance with family drawings MFD-12000-AS and MFD-12001-LS.

2. Design pressure of jumper assembly is 400 PSIG @ 180°F. Hydrostatic test at fabrication, weld, and inspect piping per ANSI/ASME B31.3-2012 for category normal fluid service. Dimensional tolerances shall be verified at 50°F to 120°F.

3. Jumper assembly H-14-109961 is approximately 8'-11" widescale jumper assembly and shall be used in accordance with ANSI/B31.3-1979.

4. General notes shall be used for this specific Jumper Assembly.

5. For flow analysis see RPP-CALC-54780. For insulation analysis see RPP-CALC-57926. For thermal conductivity see RPP-CALC-43960.
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